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45%
OFF

HALF

PRICE

X7 Rapid Set
Tile Adhesive

Grout & Tile
Protector

£9.25 (£18.50)

HALF
Short
PRICE
Board
1220 x 600mm

Series 3
Max Cutter
3B4M 62cm

6mm

£6.95 (£13.90)

£222.90 (£405.50)

10mm

3C3M 72cm

Grey
£13.90 each

£260.60 (£473.90)
3D3M 90cm

(£25.50)

£301.10 (£547.50)

20mm

£7.45 (£14.90)

£9.45 (£18.90)

12.5mm

50mm

£7.95 (£15.90) £14.95 (£29.90)

3E4M 126cm

White
£18.40 each
(£33.50)

45%
OFF

£486.90 (£885.50)
0

(minimum quantity: 1 board)

Level Max 25kg
£12.75

Flexbone

(£26.50)

2Easy / m2

£10.25 (£19.90)

45%
OFF

BioGel
No Limits
Adhesive 25kg
Grey
£16.45

(minimum quantity 1m2)

White
£16.95

(£29.90)

(£30.90)

TDP Trim Stone Colours
10mm / length

12mm / length

£8.50 (£15.90)

£8.95 (£16.90)

Dark Granite, Granite, Bath Stone & Sand Stone
(minimum quantity: 1 length)

VAried / m2

£7.25 (£13.50)

(minimum quantity 1m2)

HALF

PRICE

Sound Board
1250 x 600mm

TO NE
H W
TW

Rapid
Porcelain & Stone
One Part Flexible
Tile Adhesive
Adhesive
Grey
£8.50 each
(£17.90)

8mm

£14.95
(£29.90)

10mm

£16.25
(£32.50)

White
£9.50 each
(£19.90)

Rapid Grey
£8.95 each
(£18.90)

Rapid White
£9.95 each

Solid Wall
Expansion Fixings
60mm

90mm

(35p)

(40p)

16p

17p

110mm

90mm

(45p)

(50p)

18p

19p

(£20.90)

Worried about the moisture content of your traditional or anhydrite screed? Are you a YOU+BAL member? Call BAL’s
Technical Support specialist Carl on 07970450197 to request a free screed test. Register for YOU+BAL at
bal-adhesives.com for free services, support and merchandise.

ALL PRICES QUOTED ARE PER INDIVIDUAL UNIT OF SALE AND ARE SUBJECT TO VAT
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01252 333 333

Brentford
0208 847 0441

Brighton
01273 597070

Hedge End
01489 797077

Uckfield
01825 768 733

Winchester
01962 609 960
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DANGERS OF CRAZING
Some tiles are more prone to crazing than others,
particularly high gloss artisan type tiles with ceramic
biscuits. But did you know that how tiles are fitted and
what with can also affect crazing? Here are some of
the things to look out for that can increase the risk of
crazing;
1. Fixing ceramic (i.e. not porcelain) wall tiles with
cement based adhesives, particularly rapid set can set
up tensions in the bed (shrinkage, and extra strong
adhesion). These tensions can be greater than the
strength of the tile which can manifest itself in crazing
or even cracking.
2. Increasing bed thickness resulting in higher bed
shrinkage.
3. Cement based mortars mixed with excessive water
causing shrinkage.
4. Insufficient provision for movement in wall tiling,
in particular internal corners of showers being
butted together with no room for a suitable silicone
movement joint.
5. Timber framed homes or stud work can move
considerably after installation which can result in
tension within the tiles.
So, if you are fitting ceramic tiles consider using
a standard set cement based adhesive or a good
quality ready mix (subject to manufacturers tile size
limitations). Add the correct volume of water to any mix
and avoid thick beds. Make sure you leave expansion
joints, particularly on internal corners and beware of
stud work or timber framed houses that have allowed
timbers to get wet.

FAST FIXING FOR
PORCELAIN & STONE
Norcros Rapid Porcelain & Stone is
a white cement-based tile adhesive
designed for fixing porcelain, ceramic
and natural stone tiles. It can be used
internally and externally with a setting
time of 3 hours at 20°C for quick
installation. Plus there’s no need to use
an admixture as the adhesive contains
unique Rock-Tite polymeric binders for
enhanced flexibility.
Flexible
Internal & external
Non-slip
High adhesion strength
Suitable for ceramic, porcelain &
natural stone
Conforms to BS EN 12004 C2F
Pick up a 20kg bag of Norcros Rapid
Porcelain & Stone adhesive this month
for £9.45+VAT for Grey or £10.45+VAT for
White at any Tile Source trade counter.

